All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

A founding observation in research on human memory is that successful encoding depends on establishing an effective cognitive 'set' for processing incoming information: Memory will improve to the extent that presented information is attended \[[@pone.0167396.ref001]\], organised \[[@pone.0167396.ref002]\], and processed deeply \[[@pone.0167396.ref003]\], ideally in a manner that relates meaningfully to the way information will be retrieved later \[[@pone.0167396.ref004]\]. The degree to which participants engage in effective encoding---that is, adopt an appropriate encoding set---can be robustly measured in the scalp-recorded electroencephalogram (EEG) in terms of *subsequent memory effects*, neural processing differences that are predictive of later memory \[[@pone.0167396.ref005]\].

The present study focuses on event-related potential (ERP) subsequent memory effects to ask two related questions. The first is whether subsequent memory effects reflect global readiness to encode any available information into memory, a selective cognitive set for encoding a particular type of information \[[@pone.0167396.ref006],[@pone.0167396.ref007]\], or a combination of both factors. The second question is whether successful encoding depends on similar mechanisms of top-down cognitive control to those underpinning successful attention switching or task switching \[[@pone.0167396.ref008],[@pone.0167396.ref009]\], which would indicate shared cognitive mechanisms (cf. \[[@pone.0167396.ref010]\]). To address these questions, we combined an attention switching design---in which participants saw compound object-word stimuli on each trial, and switched between attending to the object or the word across trials---with a later recognition memory test for those stimuli. Critically, the attention-switching phase serves as an incidental encoding task, giving a manipulation of how attention is allocated during encoding.

Previous ERP studies have identified several subsequent memory effects, measured as activity differences that predict whether stimuli are later remembered or forgotten. Subsequent memory effects were first identified in stimulus-locked potentials---that is, ERPs observed following presentation of to-be-remembered material \[[@pone.0167396.ref005],[@pone.0167396.ref011]\]. Such effects are commonly observed as differences in early potentials such as the P3 as well as in positive slow waves over fronto-central or centro-parietal electrodes that emerge a few hundred milliseconds after stimulus onset \[[@pone.0167396.ref011],[@pone.0167396.ref012]\]. Slow-wave effects are typically more frontally distributed if elaborate or deep encoding strategies are used (e.g., \[[@pone.0167396.ref013],[@pone.0167396.ref014]\]), and are weaker and more centro-parietally distributed for rote encoding (e.g., \[[@pone.0167396.ref015]\]). In contrast, more centro-parietal effects have been linked to rote or perceptual encoding \[[@pone.0167396.ref011],[@pone.0167396.ref017]\].

Since first being described, post-stimulus subsequent memory effects have been consistently reported, and have provided valuable insight into the mechanisms of long-term memory formation \[[@pone.0167396.ref018],[@pone.0167396.ref019]\]. However, the typical design of previous studies---in which a single, task-relevant stimulus is presented on each encoding trial---leaves open a crucial question: whether subsequent memory effects reflect global enhancement of mnemonic processing, for example because the current neural state is particularly conducive to encoding (e.g., \[[@pone.0167396.ref018]\]), whether they reflect selective focussing on task-relevant material that leads to effective encoding of this material alone, or whether they can be reflective of both. For example, the observation of frontally-focused subsequent memory effects during controlled or elaborative encoding \[[@pone.0167396.ref014]\] could indicate an overall increase in alertness that is beneficial for later memory (cf. \[[@pone.0167396.ref020]\]) or the formation of a selective encoding set that facilitates semantic processing.

The first aim of the present study was therefore to contrast global and selective contributions to subsequent memory effects. To this end, our experiment built on previous studies in which we combined task switching with a later recognition memory test. Participants first switched between object and word classification tasks, performed on picture--word stimuli that each appeared only once, and were later tested for their recognition memory of these items separately. As in previous studies, we measure *memory selectivity* in terms of increased recognition confidence for task-relevant over task-irrelevant information. In this study we introduce a new measure that we term *global memory*, an index of general encoding success for items regardless of their task relevance (i.e., increased recognition confidence for task-relevant and irrelevant information combined). In a small methodological departure from our previous studies, participants performed the same natural/human-made classification on every trial, and only switched across trials whether this judgment was applied to the object or word presented (rather than switching both the attended item and the required semantic judgment). We made this change to deconfound switches of attention from switches in the semantic task, thereby simplifying the interpretation of any observed differences in neural activity. This change additionally allowed us to test whether our previous results \[[@pone.0167396.ref021]--[@pone.0167396.ref023]\] would replicate when only attention was switched, as one would expect given previous work suggesting that common neural mechanisms might underlie switching both attention and task \[[@pone.0167396.ref024]\]. Regardless, the present study shared the crucial feature of our past work that participants were presented in each trial with both task-relevant (attended) and task-irrelevant (unattended) information, allowing us to test for differences in processing of both types of information.

On the basis of prior work showing that task switching affects memory primarily in terms of changes in selectivity \[[@pone.0167396.ref021]\], we predicted that subsequent memory effects would track changes in encoding selectivity. Including the additional variable of global memory provides the opportunity to test for general encoding effects on memory, such as the overall cognitive demand associated with switching attention. A critical assumption here is that later memory serves as "a window onto the architecture of cognitive control processes" in the preceding incidental encoding phase (cf. \[[@pone.0167396.ref025]\], p. 11944). Consistent with this assumption, later memory has been shown to be a good indicator of the effectiveness of attention during earlier task switching, as reflected in a negative relationship between task-switching RTs and selectivity of encoding \[[@pone.0167396.ref021]\]. Extending beyond this behavioural analysis, here we investigated ERP correlates of memory-related processes during task switching.

Although we were primarily interested in post-stimulus subsequent memory effects, we also analyzed pre-stimulus preparatory ERP components. Recent research suggests that successful memory can be predicted from preparatory EEG activity seen in the period before stimulus onset \[[@pone.0167396.ref007],[@pone.0167396.ref026]--[@pone.0167396.ref028]\]. Although these prestimulus effects seem to be somewhat more elusive than post-stimulus subsequent memory effects, studies of prestimulus effects have provided evidence of both global mnemonic benefits as well as material-selective subsequent memory effects: Whereas some studies observe similar preparatory effects regardless of stimulus type (e.g., visual and auditory words; \[[@pone.0167396.ref027]\], suggestive of global effects), other studies report prestimulus effects that exhibit different topographies depending on the encoding task (e.g., \[[@pone.0167396.ref007],[@pone.0167396.ref028]\]) or stimulus type (e.g., visual versus auditory words, \[[@pone.0167396.ref006]\]), consistent with selective effects.

Our second aim was to contrast the ERP correlates of memory encoding and attention switching. In previous work we have used behavioural measures to demonstrate a relationship between memory and switching. Thus, just as performance is impaired during switching because processing of task-relevant information is disrupted by the presence of distracting task-irrelevant information \[[@pone.0167396.ref029]--[@pone.0167396.ref031]\], switching affects later memory in terms of impaired memory for task-relevant items but surprisingly improved memory for task-irrelevant items \[[@pone.0167396.ref021]\]. Meanwhile, factors that facilitate effective top-down control, such as increased preparation time and reward incentives, lead to improved switching and corresponding increases in the selectivity of memory (cf. \[[@pone.0167396.ref010],[@pone.0167396.ref022]\]). These behavioural results suggest shared mechanisms of cognitive control in task switching and memory, which establish strong task sets to enable fast and accurate responding to task-relevant stimuli, and correspondingly lead to good memory for those stimuli (and poor memory for task-irrelevant items).

Behavioural measures therefore suggest a close relationship between cognitive control and long-term memory, a conclusion consistent with a growing corpus of neuroimaging findings \[[@pone.0167396.ref010],[@pone.0167396.ref020],[@pone.0167396.ref023]\]. However, although some very recent studies have combined ERP with attention switching and later memory \[[@pone.0167396.ref032],[@pone.0167396.ref033]\], it remains unclear whether there is meaningful overlap in the neural correlates. For example, whereas attention switching primarily modulates decision-related components such as the N2 and P3 that are tightly time-locked to participants' responses to presented stimuli \[[@pone.0167396.ref034]\], stimulus-locked subsequent memory effects are additionally observed in distinct late slow waves whose topography varies according to the nature of the encoding task (e.g., \[[@pone.0167396.ref035]\]). It is difficult, though, to draw strong conclusions from studies with divergent methodologies and different encoding tasks. Our second aim was therefore to provide a systematic comparison of the ERP correlates of attention switching and successful memory encoding in a single study.

Although the main focus of this paper is on stimulus-locked effects, we also present cue-locked analyses with a more exploratory flavor, as prestimulus attention switching effects and subsequent memory effect show at least superficial similarities. For example, EEG activity observed during preparation for an upcoming switch is characterized by frontal negative slow waves (e.g., \[[@pone.0167396.ref036],[@pone.0167396.ref037]\]) and an accompanying posterior positivity \[[@pone.0167396.ref037]--[@pone.0167396.ref040]\], reminiscent of the prestimulus subsequent memory effect reported in some memory studies (e.g., \[[@pone.0167396.ref007]\]). Moreover, both forms of preparatory activity exhibit task dependency, being selectively observed prior to difficult switches \[[@pone.0167396.ref037]\] and deep encoding tasks \[[@pone.0167396.ref007]\].

In summary, we analysed pre- and post-stimulus ERP data in an object-word attention-switching paradigm to probe the relationship between memory encoding and top-down control. Our first aim was to determine whether ERP subsequent memory differences are primarily observed in relation to the selectivity of memory for task-relevant items (thus indicating a selective encoding effect), in relation to the global amount of information encoded regardless of task relevance (suggesting that they track more general encoding processes), or a combination of both. Our second aim was to compare these subsequent memory effects to established ERP markers of attention switching, to test whether ERP measures would show similar co-dependencies as have been observed in our previous behavioural work \[[@pone.0167396.ref022]\].

Methods {#sec002}
=======

Participants {#sec003}
------------

There were eight male and eight female participants, all right-handed native English speakers, with a mean age of 21.9 years (*SD* = 4.1). All gave written informed consent, which included confirmation that they understood the procedures and were free to withdraw from the experiment at any time without any negative consequences. They received payment or course credit for participation. Ethical approval was obtained from the University of Oxford Research Ethics Committee for research involving human participants (OXTREC 53 08).

Material {#sec004}
--------

Stimuli were words, object pictures, random character strings, and scrambled object pictures. Stimuli were presented on a black background with words/strings superimposed on the pictures in green font. The pictures were photo-realistic objects from the Hemera Photo-Objects Collections (Hemera Photo Objects, Hull, Quebec, Canada). The words were a subset taken from the stimulus set reported by Poldrack et al. \[[@pone.0167396.ref041]\], comprising nouns that were 3--10 letters (*M* = 6.02, *SD* = 1.44) and 1--3 syllables long. To create scrambled object pictures, each original object picture was divided into squares that were then randomly interchanged, after which RGB values within each square were averaged across pixels (for an example see [Fig 1A](#pone.0167396.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Random character strings were constructed by replacing letters in experimental words with non-alphanumeric characters (e.g.,!, £,%,§, =, \# etc.). Words and objects were assigned randomly to the experimental conditions, separately for each participant.

![**A:** Simplified example of trials in the attention-switching phase. Each trial began with a coloured frame indicating the required task (e.g., red = word classification, blue = object classification, with the colour counterbalanced across participants). Following the cue, a compound stimulus was presented for 300 ms. On univalent trials, the stimulus consisted either of an object and a random character string or of a word and a scrambled object (see first and third stimulus in Fig 1A). On bivalent trials, the stimulus consisted of a picture of an object and a word (see second and fourth stimulus in Fig 1A). Each trial was followed by an empty cue frame until the participant's response, after which there was an intertrial interval (500 ms, both not shown). **Fig 1B**: The memory test consisted of blocks in which only object pictures were probed ('Object Blocks', left section of Fig 1B) and blocks in which only word stimuli were probed ('Word Blocks', right section of Fig 1B). Participants had a maximum of 2500 ms to respond, before the program moved on. If no response was given, a warning ("LATE!", not shown) appeared for 1000 ms before the next trial started.](pone.0167396.g001){#pone.0167396.g001}

Procedure {#sec005}
---------

The current study employed an attention switching paradigm---which critically also served as an encoding phase---combined with a subsequent memory test. In the attention-switching phase, participants switched between making natural/human-made judgments on object pictures or word stimuli. Trials were classified as repeat trials if the same material was attended in the previous trial and as switch trials if different material was attended. Following the attention switching phase, participants completed a recognition memory test that included items presented during the attention-switching phase, together with new items.

On most attention-switching trials (2/3, i.e., 200 trials), the task-relevant object or word was presented together with an item from the task-irrelevant category (word or object, respectively; 100 trials each). These *bivalent* trials provide the critical test of attention and memory for task-relevant and task-irrelevant information. In addition, 1/3 (i.e., 100 trials) of trials were *univalent*, in that the natural/human-made categorization task could only be performed on the task-relevant information (i.e., the task could not be performed on scrambled pictures or meaningless character strings). During the attention-switching phase, the same classification rule was used for both material types: a judgement of whether the to be attended word or object was natural and human-made.

The currently-relevant material type was cued by a coloured frame appearing with a 1200 ms cue-stimulus interval (CSI). Red and blue frames were used, with the mapping of cue-colour to task counterbalanced between participants. After the CSI, the compound stimulus was presented for 300 ms before disappearing. The cue remained on the screen until the participant's response, after which there followed a 500 ms inter-trial interval (ITI). Participants completed 6 attention-switching blocks of 50 trials each, in which switch and repeat trials were equally frequent. Participants responded with their index fingers using the ―"x" (human-made) and ―"n" (natural) keys for both material types. The word and picture stimuli did not overlap (e.g., the word "ball" would not occur if a picture of a ball was used).

The following recognition memory test comprised 8 blocks of 74 trials in which The ratio of old to new items was 5:1. Blocks contained only objects (O blocks) or only words (W blocks), delivered in WOOWWOOW or OWWOOWWO order, counterbalanced across participants (see also [Fig 1B](#pone.0167396.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Stimuli were presented in randomised order within the blocks. Participants rated each stimulus on a 1--6 scale, with 1 indicating a sure judgment that the item was new and 6 indicating a sure judgment that the item was old.

Participants were instructed to use the 6 response only when they were able to recall specific detail about having seen this item in the attention-switching phase. Ratings between extreme values of 1 and 6 were used for less confident answers. After each block participants received feedback on their performance. Answers to the memory test were time limited to 2500 ms, otherwise the word "LATE!" appeared in red letters for 1000 ms. The ITI was 500 ms. EEG was recorded from the beginning of the attention-switching phase to the end of the memory test.

Behavioural data analysis {#sec006}
-------------------------

Analysis of attention-switching performance excluded post-error trials as well as reaction time (RT) outliers (3 *SD* above the mean, separately for each task, switch vs. repeat trials, uni vs. bivalent trials, and for each participant; using this cut off 2.4% of switch trials and 2.05% of repeat trials were excluded as outliers). In analyses of recognition memory performance, trials answered incorrectly during attention switching were excluded. We take participants' recognition memory ratings as an index of the quality of retrieved memories---in common with much prior research \[[@pone.0167396.ref042]\], where subjective ratings are typically found to be predictive of objective accuracy \[[@pone.0167396.ref043],[@pone.0167396.ref044]\]---while acknowledging that higher confidence is an imperfect index of better memory (e.g., \[[@pone.0167396.ref045],[@pone.0167396.ref046]\]).

To investigate selective and global encoding success we computed two different measures. We calculated the degree to which participants more confidently recognized task-relevant than task-irrelevant items from each bivalent attention-switching trial as a trial-by-trial measure of memory selectivity \[[@pone.0167396.ref021]\]. The resulting score thus ranged from +5 (if the attended item was rated 6---"sure old", and the unattended item rated 1---"sure new") to -5 (if the opposite ratings were given). We additionally calculated "global memory" as a trial-by-trial measure of overall encoding success---the degree to which participants confidently recognize items regardless of task relevance. Global memory scores are calculated here for each bivalent attention-switching trial by summing memory ratings for attended and unattended items. The resulting score thus ranges from +12 (if both attended and unattended items were rated 6---"sure old) to +2 (if both items were rated as "sure new"). Once these scores were calculated, trials were divided into three bins according to each score, separately for each participant and for switch and repeat trials. The cut-off value for each bin was determined such that scores were divided into maximally balanced bins using Matlab's 'tiedrank' function, ensuring that values of the same kind would be grouped together rather than being split across groups.

EEG recording and analysis {#sec007}
--------------------------

Participants sat in a comfortable chair in an electrically shielded room. EEG data were collected with SynAmps2 amplifiers (Neuroscan, El Paso, TX), from 32 Ag/AgCl electrodes embedded in a fabric cap at locations FP1, FPZ, FP2, F7, F3, FZ, F4, F8, FT7, FC3, FCZ, FC4, FT8, T7, C3, CZ, C4, T8, TP7, CP3, CPZ, CP4, TP8, P7, P3, PZ, P4, P8, POZ, O1, OZ, and O2. Two electrodes were attached on the outer canthi of both eyes, and another two electrodes were attached above and below the left eye to record blinks and eye movement activity. Electrodes were furthermore attached to the left and right mastoids, with the right mastoid serving as the reference electrode. No re-referencing was applied offline. The impedances of all electrodes were kept below 50 kΩ. A sampling rate of 1000 Hz, and an online high-pass filter of 0.1 Hz were used for the recording of the EEG data. Ocular artefact correction was conducted in Neuroscan using a regression approach \[[@pone.0167396.ref047]\]. Before analysis, the EEG data were downsampled to 100 Hz.

EEG data analysis focussed on the attention-switching phase because we were interested in ERP correlates of successful task-performance and encoding. Accordingly, the continuous data were segmented from −500 ms to 2300 ms relative to experimental events of interest, time-locked to the presentation of the cue (cue ERPs) or the stimulus (stimulus ERPs). Epochs were baseline corrected by subtracting the average activity of each channel during the -100 to 0 ms period prior to cue or stimulus onset, respectively. Trials were rejected if at least one electrode showed a difference of more than 150 μV from the beginning to the end of the predefined time window (0--1200 ms for cue ERPs, 0--2300 ms for stimulus ERPs). A low-pass filter of 20 Hz was used for analysis using the "eegfilt" method implemented in the EEGLab toolbox. All further ERP analyses described below were completed in MATLAB using the EEGLab toolbox and custom-written routines.

Two participants were excluded from the ERP analysis because insufficient trial numbers were preserved for analysis after the artefact rejection, leaving 14 participants for the ERP analysis. In the cue-locked phase, the lowest number of trials included for a participant was 187 out of 300 trials (all other participants had more than 200 trials); in the stimulus-locked phase, due to the longer interval, the lowest number of trials included for a participant was 141 out of 300 trials (one other participant had 171 trials; all other participants had more than 200 trials).

Due to the aforementioned suggestions of a dissociation between frontal and posterior subsequent memory effects, our analysis focused on anterior-posterior differences in topography. Specifically, electrodes were divided into two equal-sized clusters over frontal and posterior electrode sites, and activity was averaged across electrodes in these clusters. The frontal cluster contained electrodes F3, FZ, F4, FC3, FCZ, and FC4; the posterior cluster contained electrodes CP3, CPZ, CP4, P3, PZ, and P4. The ERP data were furthermore divided into 300 ms time windows (with the ERP amplitude averaged across each window), as it was expected that switch- and memory-related preparation- and stimulus-related effects would develop over time, and might differ for memory selectivity and global memory measures. The window length of 300 ms was chosen after visual inspection of the across-condition ERP (i.e., before the data was split into the different experimental conditions of interest). This ERP showed both early visual (0--300) as well as later slow wave potentials. Memory selectivity and global memory were analysed separately as it is problematic to compare them directly since they are based on the same data (memory ratings for attended and unattended items), just being computed in different ways (subtraction of unattended from attended scores for memory selectivity vs. addition of scores for global memory). Memory selectivity and global memory scores were split into two bins only (rather than three bins, as was done in the behavioural data) because fewer trials were available in this ERP analysis after artefact rejection.

We had included univalent trials in this experiment because contrasting the two stimulus conditions might give a relatively pure measure of object- and word-related activity in the stimulus phase, in contrast to bivalent trials in which both an object and a word were presented simultaneously. Univalent trials did not reveal consistent material-specific effects in a first exploratory analysis and were therefore not included in the analyses here, because our hypotheses were crucially concerned with memory ratings for both task-relevant and task-irrelevant items.

Where the assumption of sphericity was violated in reported ANOVAs, *p*-values based on adjusted degrees of freedom according to Greenhouse-Geisser will be reported with original *F*-values and original degrees of freedom, alongside the Greenhouse-Geisser Epsilon value.

Results {#sec008}
=======

Behavioural results {#sec009}
-------------------

### Attention switching {#sec010}

Analyses of attention-switching performance focused on the effects of switching on univalent and bivalent trials. In an ANOVA including variables Mode (univalent vs. bivalent) and Switch (switch vs. repeat), the main effects of Switch, *F*(1, 15) = 29.92, *p* \< .01, (repeat = 958 ms vs. switch = 1171 ms), and Mode, *F*(1, 15) = 7.39, *p* \< .05, (univalent = 1045 ms vs. bivalent = 1083 ms) were significant. Thus, we observed switch costs (slower responses in switch than repeat trials), and bivalent trials showed increased RTs compared to univalent trials. There was no reliable interaction between Mode and Switch in the RT data, *F* \< 1, and no significant effects at all were found in the error rates, all *Fs* \< 1, with error rates overall being low (mean error rates bivalent 4.2% vs. univalent 3.5%, and switch 4.0% vs. repeat 3.7%) relative to our previous study \[[@pone.0167396.ref021]\] in which a shorter CSI was used, and participants switched both the semantic task and the material attended. Thus, our RT data displayed the expected costs of switching, and of responding to bivalent as compared to univalent stimuli.

Memory {#sec011}
------

### Effects of switching and attention on Memory {#sec012}

Analysis of the memory data focused on recognition memory ratings for items appearing on bivalent attention-switching trials because only in these trials there was both an attended and an unattended item. Memory ratings were significantly higher for attended items (*M* = 4.46, *SE* = 0.10) than for unattended items (*M* = 3.14, *SE* = 0.08), *t*(15) = 12.76, *p* \< .01, but participants still rated unattended items reliably higher than new items (*M* = 2.68, *SE* = 0.07), *t*(15) = 6.79, *p* \< .01.

A first analysis focussed on the crucial relationship between attention and memory encoding. Replicating previous findings \[[@pone.0167396.ref021],[@pone.0167396.ref022]\], an ANOVA on mean memory ratings with variables Switch and Attention (attended vs. unattended) revealed a main effect of Attention, *F*(1, 15) = 173.30, *p* \< .01, with higher memory ratings for attended than unattended items (mean memory ratings: 4.48 vs. 3.14), no significant main effect of Switch, *F* \< 1 (mean memory ratings repeat: 3.81 vs. switch 3.81), but a significant interaction between Switch and Attention, *F*(1, 15) = 5.00, *p* \< .05, that revealed the predicted reduction in memory selectivity with attention switching (see [Fig 2](#pone.0167396.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, consistent with our previous work \[[@pone.0167396.ref021],[@pone.0167396.ref022]\] attention switching did not limit the overall success of encoding items into memory, but rather reduced the selectivity of encoding task-relevant vs. irrelevant material.

![Memory ratings for attended and unattended items presented during repeat and switch trials.\
Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean.](pone.0167396.g002){#pone.0167396.g002}

### Memory selectivity {#sec013}

The preceding results indicate that attention switching reduced the selectivity of memory. We have previously shown in a similar paradigm that trial-by-trial variation in memory selectivity indexes the effectiveness of cognitive control during earlier attention switching, as reflected in RTs and error rates \[[@pone.0167396.ref021]\]. Replicating this analysis here, we analysed differences in RTs and error rates in the earlier attention-switching phase after dividing trials into three bins according to the memory selectivity score derived from the later memory ratings of items from a given trial ([Fig 3](#pone.0167396.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

![RTs and error rates for high, medium (med), and low memory selectivity trials separately for switch and repeat trials.\
AS = Attention switching. Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean.](pone.0167396.g003){#pone.0167396.g003}

These data were entered into two ANOVAs separately for RTs and error rates, with variables Memory Selectivity (high, medium and low) and Switch. These analyses identified the already-described main effect of Switch, *F*(1, 15) = 30.60, *p* \< .01, in the RT data. The main effect of Memory Selectivity was marginally significant, *F*(2, 30) = 2.93, *ε* = .703, *p* = .083, and the interaction between Switch and Memory Selectivity reached significance in the RTs, *F*(1, 15) = 5.11, *p* \< .05. Separate one-way ANOVAs were conducted for switch and repeat trials to follow-up on these effects. The ANOVA on the repeat-trial data revealed no significant effect of Memory Selectivity, *F*(2, 30) = 1.47, *p* = .247. The ANOVA on the switch-trial data, however, indicated an effect of Memory Selectivity on the RTs, *F*(2, 30) = 4.84, *p* \< .05. A significant linear trend, *F*(1, 15) = 6.03, *p* \< .05, revealed that RTs increased overall with decreasing memory selectivity. Thus, our results are consistent with findings from our prior studies \[[@pone.0167396.ref021]\] that switch trials are highly reliant on attentional processes, whereas repeat trials are less susceptible to fluctuations in attention. Corresponding numerical trends were apparent in an analysis of the error rate data, but no effects reached statistical significance, again potentially due to low error rates overall.

Thus, switch trials appeared to be more susceptible to the effectiveness with which attention was allocated on a given trial, as evident in the increasing RTs with decreasing memory selectivity. Accordingly, in a paradigm in which subjects switched their attention between stimuli, but did not change the required classification rule, we replicated the pattern observed in our prior work that combined attention and categorization switching.

### Global memory {#sec014}

The focus of the current paper was to contrast the effects of differences in selective vs. global memory encoding. Thus, our next analysis assessed differences in earlier performance associated with later differences in global memory (i.e., memory of attended and unattended information overall, regardless of task-relevance). The global memory measure was calculated in parallel to the memory selectivity measure, in that trials were divided into three bins based on the memory ratings that participants gave to the attended and unattended item of each bivalent trial, but now summing rather than subtracting these ratings.

Analysis of the global memory data ([Fig 4](#pone.0167396.g004){ref-type="fig"}) revealed only a main effect of Switch in the RT data, *F*(1, 15) = 32.43, *p* \< .01 (i.e., the switch cost), but again not in the error rates, *F* \< 1. There was no significant main effect of Global Memory in the RT analysis, *F* \< 1, nor for error rates, *F*(2, 30) = 1.16, *p* = .329, and no reliable interaction between Global Memory and Switching for RTs, *F*(2, 30) = 1.10, *p* = .345, or error rates, *F* \< 1. Thus, there was no clear relationship between the overall amount of information successfully encoded and the level of task performance when initially encountering this information.

![RTs and error rates for high, medium (med), and low global memory trials separately for switch and repeat trials.\
AS = Attention switching. Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean.](pone.0167396.g004){#pone.0167396.g004}

### Relationship between memory selectivity and global memory {#sec015}

In principle, it is possible that Memory Selectivity and Global Memory could be highly correlated. For example, if memory for unattended items was uniformly poor and meaningful variation in recognition memory was only observed for attended items, the two measures would effectively measure the same construct. In reality, however, substantial variability was observed in memory ratings for both attended and unattended items, such that the full range of possible Memory Selectivity and Global Memory scores was consistently observed. Crucially, the two measures were only very weakly related to each other: The overall mean of Fisher *z*-transformed within-subject correlations was low and not significant, *r = -*.040, *t*~*15*~ *=* 1.46, *p =* .165 (similarly when analysed separately for repeat trials, *r = -*.035, *t*~*15*~ \< 1, and switch trials, *r = -*.041, *t*~*15*~ *=* 1.86, *p =* .083). These analyses support our intention and interpretation that the two variables measure different constructs.

ERP results {#sec016}
-----------

Collectively, our behavioural results replicate and extend previous findings \[[@pone.0167396.ref021],[@pone.0167396.ref031]\]. Recognition memory scores for seen objects and words were predictive of earlier attention switching performance, but only when considered in terms of memory selectivity and not global memory scores. With these behavioural results established, we next assessed the ERP correlates of long-term memory encoding in analyses of the EEG data.

We report analyses focussing on both cue-locked and stimulus-locked activity from the attention-switching phase. Of primary interest here was whether subsequent memory effects would be evident as effects of memory selectivity (indicating that subsequent memory effects reflect enhanced processing of task relevant material), effects of global memory (suggestive of more general processes), or both. Regarding correlates of switching, we were primarily interested in the question of whether ERPs associated with successful remembering are similar to those of successful task performance.

Cue-related potentials {#sec017}
----------------------

### Memory selectivity {#sec018}

The first goal of this analysis was to investigate whether prestimulus subsequent memory effects can be detected using the measure of memory selectivity (difference in memory ratings between the attended and unattended items)---such anticipatory effects would indicate preparation for selective processing. To investigate ERP effects associated with memory selectivity and its interactions with other variables, the ERP data were entered in an ANOVA with variables Switch (switch/repeat), Time (0--300, 300--600, 600--900, 900--1200 ms after cue onset), Location (frontal/posterior), Material (object/word), and Memory Selectivity (high/low).

Cue-locked ERP waveforms for the frontal and posterior electrode clusters, as well as scalp topographies, are shown in [Fig 5A](#pone.0167396.g005){ref-type="fig"}, where effects are collapsed across the variables Material and Switch. High memory selectivity trials were characterised by more negative scalp voltages over posterior midline sites than trials with low memory selectivity, peaking 600--900 ms after cue onset. However, no significant main effect of Memory Selectivity, *F*(1, 13) = 2.16, *p* = .166, with no significant interactions, for example, between Memory Selectivity and Switch, *F*(1, 13) = 1.60, *p* = .228, Memory Selectivity and Time, *F*(1, 13) = 1.03, *p* = .390 or Memory Selectivity and Location, *F* \< 1, were found. The main effect of switching was only marginally significant, but descriptively displayed the expected topography (trend for more positive switch than repeat trials, \[[@pone.0167396.ref037]--[@pone.0167396.ref039]\], *F*(1, 13) = 4.00, *p* = .067). Thus, analysis of cue-locked Memory Selectivity data did not reveal robust evidence for selective preparation processes.

![Cue-locked potentials for Memory Selectivity, Global Memory, and Switching, measured at the frontal electrodes F3, FZ, F4, FC3, FCZ, and FC4 (upper) and posterior electrodes CP3, CPZ, CP4, P3, PZ, and P4 (lower), as well as topographic maps.\
(A) Top: ERP waveforms for high and low memory selectivity trials, both time-locked to the onset of the cue. Bottom: The scalp topography of the average signal differences between high and low memory selectivity trials in steps of 300 ms starting with cue-onset. (B) Top: ERP waveforms for high and low global memory trials, both time-locked to the onset of the cue. Bottom: The scalp topography of the average signal differences between high and low global memory trials in steps of 300 ms starting with cue-onset. (C) Top: ERP wave forms for switch and repeat trials, both time-locked to the onset of the cue. Bottom: The scalp topography of the average signal differences between switch and repeat trials in steps of 300 ms starting with cue-onset. Plots show data collapsed across material and switching (A and B), and material (C).](pone.0167396.g005){#pone.0167396.g005}

### Global memory {#sec019}

A corresponding analysis focussed on the effects of global memory. The same conditions as specified above were used, with the Memory Selectivity variable replaced with the variable of Global Memory. High minus low global memory effects were descriptively also characterized by negative topographies, here with maxima in left and right central to fronto-central areas ([Fig 5B](#pone.0167396.g005){ref-type="fig"}; effects again collapsed across variables Material and Switch). ERP differences associated with global memory, and its interactions with other variables, were also assessed for the cue ERPs: An ANOVA on the Global Memory data (including variables Switch, Time, Location, Material, and Global Memory), revealed no significant main effect of Global Memory, *F*(1, 13) = 1.44, *p* = .251, and no significant interactions between Global Memory and other variables (all *F*s \< 2.74, *p*s \> .05). Thus, analysis of cue-locked global memory effects did not find evidence for general effects of preparation.

### Switch-related effects {#sec020}

The second goal of the analysis of the cue ERP data was to investigate ERP effects of switching, to contrast them with the memory-related effects. In contrast to the weak modulation of preparatory potentials as a function of Memory Selectivity and Global Memory, we robustly replicated the finding of a posterior switch-related positivity ([Fig 5C](#pone.0167396.g005){ref-type="fig"}, see \[[@pone.0167396.ref038],[@pone.0167396.ref039],[@pone.0167396.ref048]\]). Thus, an ANOVA with variables Switch (switch/repeat), Time (0--300, 300--600, 600--900, and 900--1200 ms after cue onset), Location (frontal/posterior), and Material (object/word), revealed a significant main effect of Switch, *F*(1, 13) = 5.55, *p* \< .05, indicating overall more positive ERPs for switch versus repeat trials. In addition, this analysis revealed a marginally significant interaction between Switch and Time, *F*(3, 39) = 3.21, ε = .447, *p* = .081, and a significant interaction between Switch and Location, *F*(1, 13) = 14.80, *p* \< .01. These interactions were further qualified by a three-way interaction between Location, Switch, and Time, *F*(3, 39) = 2.95, *p* \< .05. Switch compared to repeat trials were more positive over posterior sites, an effect peaking in the 300--600 ms and 600--900 ms time windows (switch-related posterior positivity, \[see e.g., \[[@pone.0167396.ref038]\]\]), but significant in each 300 ms time window from 300--1200 ms post-cue, *t*s \< -3.18, *p*s \< .01. Thus, we observed robust switch-related effects in the preparation phase that mirrored previously-observed ERP correlations of preparation in task switching.

Although it might initially appear as if the cue-locked switch effect and memory selectivity effect show opposing topographies (posterior positivity for the switch effect vs. negativity for memory selectivity), the topographies in fact converge in showing greater negativity associated with higher memory selectivity: Switch trials usually result in lower selectivity than repeat trials, such that the switch effect effectively plots lower selectivity (switch) minus higher selectivity (repeat) trials. This is the inverse of the Memory Selectivity effect (which displays high minus low memory selectivity trials), accounting for the opposite polarity of the effects. Thus, effects of memory selectivity (though weak) and switching resembled each other in the cue ERPs in topography and timing.

Together, the results of the preceding analyses suggest that the cue ERPs display the well-documented effects of switching. In contrast, subsequent memory effects assessed with the measures of memory selectivity and global memory were not reliable in this phase. Nevertheless, ERP differences associated with differences in memory selectivity, though weak, showed a descriptively similar pattern to switch effects with regards to topography and timing.

Stimulus-related potentials {#sec021}
---------------------------

The stimulus ERPs were analysed similarly to the cue ERPs, comparing successive 300 ms time windows (0--300, 300--600, 600--900 and 900--1200 ms after stimulus onset), separately for switch and repeat trials, and as a function of Location (frontal/posterior) and Material (object/word).

### Memory selectivity {#sec022}

A first ANOVA investigated whether memory selectivity effects resembled the well-documented stimulus-locked subsequent memory effects, which are often observed as frontal or fronto-central positive slow waves (e.g., \[[@pone.0167396.ref012],[@pone.0167396.ref015],[@pone.0167396.ref016]\]). ERP plots and topographies for this analysis are given in [Fig 6A](#pone.0167396.g006){ref-type="fig"}.

![Stimulus-locked potentials for Memory Selectivity, Global Memory, and Switching, measured at the frontal electrodes F3, FZ, F4, FC3, FCZ, and FC4 (upper) and posterior electrodes CP3, CPZ, CP4, P3, PZ, and P4 (lower), as well as topographic maps.\
(A) Top: ERP waveforms for high and low memory selectivity trials, both time-locked to the onset of the stimulus. Bottom: The scalp topography of the average signal differences between high and low memory selectivity trials in steps of 300 ms starting with stimulus-onset. (B) Top: ERP waveforms for high and low global memory trials, both time-locked to the onset of the stimulus. Bottom: The scalp topography of the average signal differences between high and low global memory trials in steps of 300 ms starting with stimulus-onset. (C) Top: ERP wave forms for switch and repeat trials, both time-locked to the onset of the stimulus. Bottom: The scalp topography of the average signal differences between switch and repeat trials in steps of 300 ms starting with stimulus-onset. Figures show data collapsed across material and switching (A and B), and material (C).](pone.0167396.g006){#pone.0167396.g006}

Any subsequent memory effect relating to processing selectivity should be apparent as a sustained positivity over frontal electrodes on trials with high memory selectivity. Precisely this pattern was observed ([Fig 6A](#pone.0167396.g006){ref-type="fig"}), as reflected in a reliable interaction between Time and Memory Selectivity, *F*(3, 39) = 4.26, ε = .651, *p* \< .05. Scalp voltage was reliably more positive on trials with high memory selectivity, reliably so in the final analysis time window 900--1200 ms poststimulus, *t*(13) = 2.31, *p* \< .05, with the same pattern in the immediately preceding window, though not reliable, *t*(13) = 1.70, *p* = .113. These subsequent memory effects were numerically much larger over frontal electrode locations (0.871 *μV* vs. 0.218 *μV*), although the interaction between Time, Memory Selectivity and Location did not reach significance, *F*(3, 39) = 2.35, ε = .153, *p* = .115. Thus, the effects of Memory Selectivity resembled previously described frontal slow-wave subsequent memory effects, both in topography and timing \[[@pone.0167396.ref012],[@pone.0167396.ref014],[@pone.0167396.ref018]\].

### Global memory {#sec023}

Similar to the memory selectivity effect, global memory effects (high minus low global memory trials) also showed a positive topography, but peaking at more central electrodes (see [Fig 6B](#pone.0167396.g006){ref-type="fig"}). An ANOVA on the global memory data with variables Switch, Time, Location, Material, and Global Memory revealed no main effect of Global Memory, *F* \< 1, and no significant interactions between Global Memory and Time, *F* \< 1, Global Memory and Switch, *F* \< 1, or Global Memory and Location, *F*(1, 13) = 1.46, *p* = .248. Only a significant interaction between Location, Material, and Global Memory was found, *F*(1, 13) = 5.31, *p* \< .05. However, separate ANOVAs for high and low global memory trials did not reveal any significant interaction effects (all *p* \> .1), and the overall effect appeared to reflect idiosyncratic differences across material types rather than any consistent effect of global memory.

Visual inspection of the topographic plots indicated that effects of Global Memory were largest at central electrodes (C3, Cz, C4), but our primary analysis of frontal and posterior clusters excluded this electrode cluster. To ensure that the comparison of memory selectivity and global memory effects was not biased by the way the electrodes were divided for analysis, the ERP data of these vertex electrodes was entered into an additional, simplified ANOVA. This ANOVA with variables Global Memory and Time only revealed a significant effect of Time, *F*(3, 39) = 15.49, ε = .485, *p* \< .01, but no main effect of Global Memory, *F* \< 1, nor any reliable interaction between Time and Global Memory *F*(3, 39) = 1.31, *ε* = .652, *p* = .286. Thus, altogether the stimulus ERPs showed little evidence for systematic subsequent memory effects associated with the total amount (global memory) of information encoded regardless of task relevance.

### Switch-related effects {#sec024}

Stimulus-locked ERPs for switch and repeat trials are shown in [Fig 6C](#pone.0167396.g006){ref-type="fig"}. The topographies for switch minus repeat trials were characterized by a pattern of posterior negativities and frontal positivities, most pronounced between 300 and 900 ms. (Thus, in contrast to the cue ERPs, memory selectivity and switch effects did *not* follow a similar pattern in the stimulus locked data). An ANOVA with factors of Switch, Material type, Location, and Time revealed main effects of Location, *F*(1, 13) = 6.95, *p* \< .05, with a more positive voltage at posterior sites, and of Time, *F*(3, 39) = 13.04, ε = .488, *p* \< .01, with a significant linear trend indicating that the ERP increased in positivity over time, *F*(1, 13) = 13.77, *p* \< .01. These main effects were qualified by several interactions.

The interaction between Switch and Location was significant, *F*(1, 13) = 5.18, *p* \< .05, and indicated that scalp voltage was more positive over frontal electrodes on switch trials than repeat trials, whereas scalp voltage was more negative over posterior sites for the same contrast. Pairwise contrasts however revealed that switch and repeat trials did not differ significantly at frontal, *t*(13) = -1.14, *p =* .277, or posterior, *t \<* 1, sites. A significant difference was only observed for repeat trials between frontal and posterior electrodes, *t*(13) = -3.01, *p* \< .05, and a marginally reliable difference for switch trials between frontal and posterior electrodes, *t*(13) = -2.03, *p* = .063. These effects of switching might represent residual activity from the prestimulus phase, rather than independent stimulus-locked effects \[[@pone.0167396.ref049]\].

Moreover, the interaction between Time and Location reached significance, *F*(3, 39) = 9.83, ε = .560, *p* \< .01, as did the three-way interaction between Time, Location, and Material, *F*(3, 39) = 3.08, *p* \< .05. Follow-up analysis revealed a significant interaction between Time and Material at posterior electrodes, *F*(3, 39) = 3.68, *p* \< .05, but not at frontal electrodes, *F*(3, 39) = 2.32, ε = .541, *p* = .131. Scalp voltage was more positive on object trials than word trials in the 300--600 ms time window at posterior electrodes, *t*(13) = -2.63, *p* \< .05, with no significant effects of material type apparent in other time windows (all other *t \<* 1.76, *ps* \> .10).

Thus, the results of the analyses of switch related effects suggest that the stimulus ERPs display less consistent effects of switching than the cue ERPs. The topographical pattern of the stimulus-locked effect was nevertheless consistent with previous studies (e.g., \[[@pone.0167396.ref038],[@pone.0167396.ref040]\]).

To summarise the above results, in the preparation phase we found limited evidence for subsequent memory effects, for measures of either memory selectivity or global memory. In contrast, robust switch effects were observed during this preparation period. In this phase, memory selectivity effects, though weak, showed a similar pattern to switch effects with regards to topography and timing. Critically, during the post-stimulus phase, we found evidence for subsequent memory effects that were unique to the measure of memory selectivity, and were not clearly observed in measures of global memory. In this phase, switch-related effects were weaker and diverged in timing and topography from the subsequent memory effects.

Discussion {#sec025}
==========

The present study aimed to characterise and contrast the ERP correlates of successful memory encoding and successful attention switching. Specifically, two measures of memory success---memory selectivity and global memory---were used to assess whether previously observed ERP subsequent memory effects reflect focused encoding of task-relevant information (memory selectivity), general encoding success (global memory), or both. We additionally explored how ERP correlates of successful encoding relate to control processes observed in attention switching.

Memory selectivity and global memory {#sec026}
------------------------------------

A critical feature of the present study was the inclusion of separate task-relevant and irrelevant items on each encoding trial, enabling us to dissociate *memory selectivity*---the difference in recognition memory confidence for task-relevant vs. irrelevant items---from what we term *global memory*---that is, recognition memory confidence averaged across both relevant and irrelevant items. Our behavioural results replicated previous findings \[[@pone.0167396.ref021],[@pone.0167396.ref022]\]: The cognitive demands of attention switching primarily impacted on later memory in terms of its selectivity for task-relevant information, and encoding task performance scaled only with later memory selectivity, but not global memory. Indeed, memory for task-irrelevant items was, if anything, improved rather than impaired on trials requiring an attention switch.

This observation of improved memory for task-irrelevant items on switch trials helps to address an important concern with our measure of global memory, which relates to the possibility that unattended items might not be encoded, or might even be actively suppressed, because of the interference they could potentially cause. If so, our measure of global memory might underestimate the amount of information that could in principle be encoded, such that global memory would be better estimated by assessing memory for items that were not 'actively' unattended (e.g., a third class of items other than objects and words that were never task-relevant, or were incidental associates of the target item). However, we find better memory for unattended items appearing on switch trials, where active suppression is presumed to be strongest (cf. \[[@pone.0167396.ref050]\]). Meanwhile, recent evidence indicates that task-irrelevant items that were recently attended during task switching receive more attention \[[@pone.0167396.ref051]\] and are better remembered \[[@pone.0167396.ref052]\] than items that are never task-relevant and attended. Collectively, this evidence indicates that task-irrelevant features of bivalent stimuli are both processed and encoded, if anything more strongly than other incidentally present information. On this basis, we are confident that our global memory measure provides a sensitive index of the degree to which information is encoded regardless of task relevance.

Altogether, our behavioural findings replicate what we have observed previously, notably using for the first time a paradigm in which the same semantic judgement was required on every trial. Our previous studies had confounded switches of attention (from object to word or vice versa) with switches in the semantic judgement required (from natural/human-made to abstract/concrete or vice versa). Evidently, a simple switch of attention between objects and words is sufficient to impact strongly on successful encoding---further evidence of the close interrelationship between attention and memory \[[@pone.0167396.ref020]\]. Of interest, then, given these behavioural results, are the corresponding ERP markers of subsequent memory seen during the encoding phase, separately for our measures of selective vs. global memory.

We observed robust subsequent memory effects only in analyses of stimulus ERPs, but not in our exploratory analyses of pre-stimulus activity in the cue ERPs. Previous studies have shown that stimulus-locked subsequent memory effects typically exhibit a fronto-central or centro-parietal positive topography \[[@pone.0167396.ref005],[@pone.0167396.ref014],[@pone.0167396.ref015],[@pone.0167396.ref053],[@pone.0167396.ref054]\]. Crucially, although subsequent memory differences were evident in our ERP waveforms as a function of both memory selectivity and global memory, careful inspection made clear that only memory selectivity effects were robust and fit the profile of previously-observed subsequent memory effects.

ERP differences as a function of memory selectivity emerged around 500 ms post-stimulus, and were most robustly observed in the final 900--1200 ms window of analysis. Moreover, the effects were focused over frontal midline sites, as one would expect of subsequent memory effects in a task requiring elaborative encoding such as the natural vs. human-made task used here \[[@pone.0167396.ref013],[@pone.0167396.ref015]\]. In contrast, ERP differences as a function of global memory peaked around 500 to 700 ms post-stimulus, were short-lived, and were not statistically reliable even when considering only electrodes around the vertex where the differences were maximal. The observed pattern was, however, similar to centro-parietal subsequent memory effects sometimes observed \[[@pone.0167396.ref005],[@pone.0167396.ref011],[@pone.0167396.ref015]\]. These effects, which are often less reliable than the frontal subsequent memory effects \[[@pone.0167396.ref017]\], have been related to rote or perceptual encoding processes. These may be factors that are influencing global memory as well.

Elsewhere \[[@pone.0167396.ref020]\] we have identified factors that affect behavioral measures of memory selectivity, by manipulating control demands. Future research will need to assess whether the same variables that affect memory selectivity behaviorally also influence its neural correlates, and subsequent memory effects. A more open question concerns which factors, if any, might affect global memory. Likely candidates for manipulations that would affect global memory are distraction from the task, interference, or memory load.

On the basis of previous literature (cf. \[[@pone.0167396.ref007],[@pone.0167396.ref027],[@pone.0167396.ref028]\]), we also explored prestimulus subsequent memory effects in analyses of the cue ERP data. The exact nature of the expected topography was difficult to predict because prestimulus effects have proven to be less reliable than stimulus-locked subsequent memory effects and have sometimes been shown to vary with the task or stimuli employed \[[@pone.0167396.ref026],[@pone.0167396.ref028]\] and sometimes not (e.g., \[[@pone.0167396.ref027]\]). The results of this exploratory cue-locked analysis were inconclusive, with no consistent evidence of subsequent memory effects in terms of either memory selectivity or global memory: The numerical trends were towards an enhanced slow-wave negativity with broad topography on trials with both high memory selectivity and high global memory, and with some differences in the precise timecourse and topography of these effects. However, the lack of statistically reliable differences argues against drawing strong conclusions beyond the point that cue- and stimulus-locked subsequent memory effects are dissociable from each other, in that they do not necessarily co-occur \[[@pone.0167396.ref007],[@pone.0167396.ref027]\]---here we observed robust poststimulus differences as a function of memory selectivity, but no clear corresponding prestimulus effects. One potential limitation of the current study that might be of relevance in this context is the restricted number of encoding trials that were available in the different conditions, due to the necessity of a long retrieval phase. Future studies will likely be necessary to further explore ERP prestimulus subsequent memory effects.

In summary, our analyses suggest that effects of memory selectivity and global memory are dissociable. Moreover, taken with the finding that global memory did not scale with encoding task performance, the ERP results are consistent with the notion that frontal subsequent memory effects reflect selective processing in elaborative encoding tasks: If a measure of global memory is used, no effects on task performance are observed, and ERP-subsequent memory effects are not reliable and descriptively more posterior-focused. Overall, therefore, our findings suggest that frontal subsequent memory effects associated with elaborative encoding reflect the establishment of a focused cognitive set for processing of task-relevant information.

Switching and memory selectivity {#sec027}
--------------------------------

The second key goal of this study was to contrast ERP correlates of attention switching with subsequent memory effects. Behaviourally, we observed significant modulation of later memory by attention switching, specifically as a reduction in selectivity of memory \[[@pone.0167396.ref010],[@pone.0167396.ref021],[@pone.0167396.ref022]\]. Replicating earlier findings, the magnitude of this memory selectivity effect was predictive of earlier attention switching performance, with greater selectivity associated with faster switch-trial RTs. Given this strong behavioural association between attention switching and later memory, we might expect to observe common ERP correlates of successful encoding and switching. However, the ERP data were more notable for differences in these ERP correlates rather than for similarities.

Considering first the cue ERPs, robust ERP differences were apparent in the comparison between prestimulus potentials on switch and repeat trials, which contrast with the weak and non-significant effects observed in our subsequent memory effect analyses. The switching-related differences were maximal over posterior sites, with some indication of left-lateralization, consistent with previous findings that have been interpreted as increased preparation processes in switch trials (e.g., \[[@pone.0167396.ref037],[@pone.0167396.ref038]\]). As in previous task and attention switching studies using long preparation intervals, switch effects descriptively started to diminish towards the end of the preparation interval \[[@pone.0167396.ref038]\], perhaps indicating that preparation processes were approaching completion.

However, although robust preparatory potentials were only apparent in relation to attention switching not subsequent memory, a qualitatively similar pattern could be noted in prestimulus memory selectivity effects. Specifically, a sustained positive wave over posterior scalp sites was apparent (at least as a numerical trend) on trials with high memory selectivity, similar to that observed on repeat trials---i.e., exactly those trials that, behaviourally, were associated with higher levels of memory selectivity. Taken with evidence that factors known to improve preparation in attention switching produce corresponding improvements in memory selectivity \[[@pone.0167396.ref022]\], it seems premature to conclude that preparatory processes associated with switching and subsequent memory are fundamentally different---it remains possible that they differ in degree rather than in kind.

In the stimulus-locked ERP data, in contrast, we observed clear and qualitative differences between attention switching and subsequent memory. As described above, comparison of poststimulus ERPs on trials with high vs. low memory selectivity revealed a sustained positive wave that was maximal over frontal sites and most consistently observed in the final analysis window (900--1200 ms). By contrast, poststimulus differences between switch and repeat trials were apparent in earlier time windows as relatively greater positive voltage over frontal electrodes and relatively greater negative voltage over posterior electrodes on switch trials than repeat trials. Crucially, there was no hint that repeat trials (which were marked by higher memory selectivity scores) were associated with the same sustained frontal positivity as identified in the direct contrast between trials with high vs. low memory selectivity. Indeed, if anything, the numerical trend was for greater positive voltages on switch trials in late time-windows.

This divergence indicates that processes associated with attention switching and memory encoding differ in the stimulus phase, despite the interactions between attention and memory observed behaviourally. Put together, the behavioural and ERP findings suggest that effectively preparing an encoding task (or adapting a 'task set') may be necessary but not sufficient to guarantee successful encoding in memory. Following this interpretation, prestimulus subsequent memory effects may be more related to differences in a neural state or 'task set' (cf. \[[@pone.0167396.ref007]\]), while post-stimulus effects may be more related to the actual processing that is applied to the stimulus. While adopting an adequate neural state might itself lead to more successful stimulus-processing, stimulus-encoding itself naturally has to wait until the stimulus is shown, leading to more prominent subsequent memory effects in the stimulus phase. Variability in the effectiveness of stimulus processing---which might reflect, amongst other things, fluctuations in task focus across time, idiosyncratic differences in participants' treatment of individual stimulus items, or stimulus-driven effects---might then impact on subsequent memory (and its ERP correlates) regardless of the initial success with which encoding was prepared. The same might not be true for switching, which appears to benefit more from stimulus-independent preparation processes. In line with this argument, it has been observed that poststimulus EEG switching effects, such as the posterior negativity also observed in the current study, may be reduced with increasing preparation \[[@pone.0167396.ref040]\]. This observation suggests that preparation can reduce the need for switch-specific control processes in the stimulus-phase, in contrast to stimulus-encoding.

Overall, the ERP results indicate that there is a complex and nuanced relationship between memory and cognitive control. A strong interpretation of the behavioural data collected here and elsewhere \[[@pone.0167396.ref021],[@pone.0167396.ref022]\] could be that memory is nothing more than enduring traces of processing that is guided by top-down cognitive control (cf. \[[@pone.0167396.ref031]\]). This interpretation provides an attractively simple account of the behavioural interactions between memory and cognitive control in attention switching. The current ERP data indicate, however, that this interpretation may be too simple, with evidence of substantial variability in encoding success that is independent of top-down control but that is reflected in well-established neural markers of subsequent memory.

Conclusion {#sec028}
----------

Collectively, the present findings shed new light on the role of top-down control in successful memory encoding. Previous studies have documented robust ERP subsequent memory effects, but leave open whether these effects relate to selective encoding of task-relevant information, general encoding success, or both. Our results provide clear evidence in favour of the first hypothesis, and as such suggest that subsequent memory effects in elaborative encoding tasks are at least partly the result of attentional focussing and effective top-down control. In this regard, our findings are consistent with current theories that emphasize the role of selective attention in memory \[[@pone.0167396.ref031],[@pone.0167396.ref055]\]. However, differences in the ERP correlates of attention switching and successful encoding, particularly during the poststimulus period, indicate important limitations in the scope of this conclusion: Substantial variability in encoding success, as reflected in frontal subsequent memory effects, occurs independent from prestimulus demands for top-down cognitive control.
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